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All of the information you need to create the citation for a specific review is included in the *Mental Measurements Yearbook* record in the following fields: Reviewers, Yearbook Volume and Yearbook Reference. You just need to put everything in the correct format. DO NOT use the information provided by clicking on Cite icon in the right column.

Elements needed to cite a test review:

- **Last name, first initial of the author of the review.** *Example: Arbisi, P. A.*
  
  **Note:** There may be more than one review listed for the test. Make sure you use the correct author.

- **Date of the MMY edition.** *Example: (2001)*

- **Name of the test being reviewed.** *Example: Beck Depression Inventory - II*

- **Editors of the MMY Edition:** *Example: B. Plake, J. C. Impara & R. Spies [See the table below for editor names.]*

- **Title of the MMY Edition.** *Example: The fourteenth mental measurements yearbook*

- **Indication that it is the electronic version of the MMY.** *Example: [Electronic version]*


Template with correct punctuation and formatting:

Last name, first initial of review author. (Year of MMY publication). Review of the Name of Test. In [editors of the MMY edition] (Eds.), *The [edition] mental measurements yearbook.* [Electronic version]

Retrieval statement including database.

Example of a citation with correct punctuation & formatting.